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Bolgare, January 2021
Subject: PED (Pressure Equipment Directive 2014/68/EU)
With reference to the above Directive, in force since February 2016, We inform you that the filters
on our catalogue, even if subject to the PED regulations, must not have the CE marking because all
of them are included among the features and regulations of Art 4, paragraph 3 saying exactly:

“3. Pressure equipment and assembling below or equal to the limits set out in points (a), (b) and (c)
of paragraph 1 and in paragraph 2 respectively shall be designed and manufactured in accordance
with the sound engineering practice of a Member State in order to censure safe use. Pressure
equipment and assemblies shall be accompanied by adequate instructions for use.
Without prejudice to other applicable Union harmonisation legislation providing for its affixing,
such equipment or assemblies shall not bear to CE marking referred to in Article 18”
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( i.e: pressure equipment in which PS
x V < 10.000, where PS is the max working
pressure, in bar, of the equipment and V is its
internal volume, in liters).
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NOTA : le linee di demarcazione nella tabella indicano il limite superiore
per ciascuna categoria
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